
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report of: Rob Walker – Executive Director - Place

To: Councillor Taylor, Portfolio Holder – Communities and Facilities

Author: Rachael Hunns – Technical Project Co-ordinator

Subject: Approval to grant leases outside of the Councils current lettings policy

Purpose: To authorise the granting of leases outside of the lettings policy in advance 
of a fuller comprehensive lettings policy review.

Recommendation(s):  

Grant the Technical Projects Coordinator and the Property Assets Manager permission to 
negotiate and conclude terms outside of the current lettings policy, as an interim whilst a full 
review of the lettings policy is undertaken.

1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 At present there is delegated authority for officers to grant leases for industrial units in line 
with the current 2005 policy. However the policy is out dated and requires a full review to 
ensure it reflects the Council’s current corporate priorities and provides for leases to be 
granted on commercial terms more reflective of current market conditions for letting 
commercial property. 

1.2 The current policy states that all leases will be contracted in to the Landlord and Tenants 
act 1954, offering security of tenure. Moving forward it is recommended that all leases will 
exclude the security of tenure afforded by the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. This will 
ensure that at the end of the term the Council can recover the unit if it wishes.  Alternatively 
the Council can grant a new lease to the tenant if it chooses to do so. 

1.3 The current policy provides a primary focus on letting units to start-up businesses especially 
in the non-food related industries with expansion of existing businesses not routinely being 
allowed.  Whilst the Council is supportive of start-up business officers feel it would be better 
not to be constrained by a policy which prescribes tenants have to meet this criteria. A more 
commercial focus would be letting the units to ensure an income is received as well as 
satisfying tenants’ needs which may not always reflect the basis set out in that policy, for 
example shorter lease term. Market conditions at the time units become available for letting 
will impact on terms we are able to secure for that unit at that time, this may not be a start-
up business on a 3 year lease term.

1.4 Until such time as a review of the policy is undertaken, there is a pressing need to ensure 
that new tenants sign up to a lease which represent the council’s ambitions moving 
forwards, particularly where they reflect a more standard commercial approach.  

1.5 The Councils approved budget for 2019/20 assumes an increase in rents generated by its 
industrial units.  Officers have secured offers across a number of void units on the new 
commercial terms, which fundamentally support the 2019/20 budget. To let these now, on 
terms that have been negotiated will already help support the anticipated overall annual 
increase in income from previous years.



1.6 In order to conclude terms and increase the level of income the Council receives, we are 
seeking approval as an interim arrangement to grant leases outside of the approved policy. 
Whilst lettings will comply with many aspects of the lettings policy, implementing the 
recommendations set out within the report will provide officers with flexibility to negotiate 
and conclude terms on a more commercial basis until a replacement Lettings Policy is 
presented to Members and agreed  

2.0 OPTIONS 

 Do Nothing – The existing commercial unit lettings policy does not provide sufficient 
flexibility to negotiate and conclude terms reflecting a more modern approach to letting 
commercial property of this nature. As a consequence, the scope for officers to negotiate 
and for leases to be granted, adopting these terms, falls outside of that policy. The Council 
has offers for units which do not comply with the policy, for example granting tenancies to 
businesses which do not fall into the definition of start-up or are on shorter more flexible 
lease lengths than those prescribed in that policy. There is an increased risk that offers will 
be retracted and the units will remain unlet if this flexibility is not in place. This could lead to 
a loss of income and could cause reputational damage for the Council as leases could not 
be granted on terms that reflect more modern approaches and suit both the Council as 
landlord and proposed tenants. Not Recommended

 Refuse approval and grant leases on the existing terms – granting of leases in accordance 
with the existing approved 2005 policy will result in leases being given security of tenure 
and tenants having to take a minimum of a 3 year term.  This is not the way Officers 
recommend the Council manages its commercial property portfolio now and in the future. 
Having for example the automatic right to renew their lease on expiry i.e. the current 
approach reduces the Council’s flexibility at the end of the lease term.  Not recommended.  

  
2.3 Grant approval for officers to negotiate and conclude terms which may fall outside of the 

current lettings policy, as an interim whilst a full review of the lettings policy is undertaken. 
Option Recommended

3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) 

3.1 The reasons for the recommendations are:

 There are currently 6 void units, 5 of which are now under offer. Terms for these have been 
negotiated on the basis of more modern commercial terms and in anticipation of a new 
lettings policy. The recommended replacement lettings policy, when drafted and presented 
to Members, will provide for greater flexibility for Officers to negotiate the best terms for that 
unit at that time, rather than by a policy which constrains such flexibility. Letting vacant units 
now will provide a much needed revenue stream for the Council and reduce Council 
liabilities on vacant units.

 By agreeing to greater flexibility for example contracting out of the security of tenure 
provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 will remove the tenant’s right to 
automatically renew their lease. By doing so, an opportunity then arises, on expiry, for the 
Council to grant a new lease in line with new market conditions, as determined, at that time

4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1 The expected benefits will be:



 The realisation of an increased income into the General Fund
 Officer delegations will be updated to allow officers more flexibility for negotiating 

terms on behalf of the Council, on commercial terms that reflect current market 
practice.

5.0 IMPLICATIONS

Implications have been considered and are detailed below. The following implication where 
not relevant to the report. Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues, Crime and Disorder, 
Data Protection, Equality and Diversity / Human Rights, Health & Wellbeing, Safe guarding, 
Staffing, Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales, Transformation Programme, 
Wards/Communities affected, Risk Management.

5.1 Constitution & Legal 

5.1.1 The statutory power to dispose of land (including by lease) is found in s123 Local 
Government Act 1972. Under part II of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954, if a tenant has 
occupied a property for the purpose of running a business then that tenant normally has a 
statutory right to renew their tenancy at the end of the lease (called security of tenure). The 
landlord and tenant can agree to exclude these rights and ‘contract out’ of the 1954 
provisions, meaning that the tenant will not have the benefit of the statutory right of renewal 
at the end of the lease term.

5.1.2 The Council’s current 2005 policy requires industrial tenancies to be subject to security of 
tenure; and to be granted mainly to new businesses within the non-food related industries, 
with expansion of existing businesses not being routinely allowed.  The Council’s Property 
Asset Manager and Technical Projects Coordinator currently have delegated authority to 
grant industrial tenancies in accordance with this 2005 policy which means that tenancies 
cannot be contracted out, nor can leases be granted to prospective tenants who do not 
meet the existing criteria. The policy also restricts Officers’ ability to grant leases with 
longer or shorter lease terms than the standard 3 years as set out in the 2005 Lettings 
Policy

5.1.3 If the Council wishes to adopt a more commercial footing on the lines detailed in this report 
it is considered that it will be necessary, pending approval of an up to date lettings policy, to 
amend the existing delegations to enable tenancies to be offered on a commercial basis, 
and subject to the exclusion of the protective provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act 
1954.  This report seeks approval to amend the existing delegations. 

5.2 Corporate Priorities

Granting officer’s flexibility to negotiate and conclude terms on a more commercial basis will 
ensure that the anticipated increase in income is realised, therefore underpinning the 
corporate priorities of being a financially independent and commercially astute Council and 
achieving balanced budget.

Granting officer’s flexibility to negotiate and conclude terms on a more commercial basis 
provides prospective tenants and officers with greater flexibility and choice in order to tailor 
the offer to suit both the needs of the customer and the Council, again maximising the use 
and profit of the units.

5.3      Financial 

5.3.1 An already anticipated increase in income from the industrial units has been forecast for the 
2019/20 budget. Granting officers flexibility to negotiate and conclude terms on a more 



commercial basis will ensure that budgeted income is both maintained and where possible 
enhanced by creating greater flexibility around lease grant terms.
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